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World War Me - That's So Yesterday

                            tom:
                C

               G              D
So go just walk away
                                Em                  C
And leave me here because I'm better off this way
             D               Em                   D
I'm sick of living in the "that's so yesterday"
          C
So walk away
        Cm   D
Walk away

Em
Well, what's the point of living when you're scared of the
unknown
   C
And you're looking for direction well go find it on your own
  Em
And your companies regrettable, your attitude's detestable
C
Eb
I'm not sure a second chance would loosen up your noose around
my throat
            C
(Around my throat)

   G              D
So go just walk away
                                Em                  C
And leave me here because I'm better off this way
             D               Em                   D
I'm sick of living in the "that's so yesterday"
          C
So walk away
        Cm   D
Walk away

Em
Sorry little angel but I think it's best you leave
   C
Go rest your weary head and give some time for me to breathe
         Em

And it's not as if you're wanted here
I'm just making sure I made that clear
         C
So don't leave me with your attitude

Just let me fucking be

(Please just let me be)

   G              D
So go just walk away
                                Em                  C
And leave me here because I'm better off this way
             D               Em                   D
I'm sick of living in the "that's so yesterday"
          C
So walk away
        Cm   D
Walk away

   G              D
So bitch just walk away
                                Em                  C
And leave us here because we're better off this way
             D               Em                   D
We're sick of living in the "that's so yesterday"
          C
So walk away
        Cm   D
Walk away

(Cause' no one liked you anyway)

   G              D
So go just walk away
                                Em                  C
And leave me here because I'm better off this way
             D               Em                   D
I'm sick of living in the "that's so yesterday"
          C
So walk away
        Cm   D
Walk away
                                  G
(Cause' no one liked you anyway)
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